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The Global Carbon Cycle
by Lindsey Mohan and Jenny D. Ingber

ll living things are made of
carbon compounds, from
the grass you walk on to our
human bodies. Since carbon is a major
component of all plants and animals,
it also comprises the food we eat and
the products we make from wood and
cotton. Carbon is also present in every
breath we exhale. Fossil fuels such
as coal, oil, and natural gas are also
made of carbon: these natural deposits
formed when the carbon compounds
of dead organisms underwent chemical
changes below Earth’s surface. All of
these carbon compounds—both foods
and fuels—are important to human
communities because we depend on
them to meet our needs for energy.
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One of the products we release when
we use carbon compounds is carbon
dioxide. While carbon dioxide is
invisible to the human eye, increasing
amounts of this gas are now affecting
our world’s global temperature, and
in turn, our atmospheric circulation
patterns and global climate.
The processes that move carbon
through and around our world are part
of the global carbon cycle. Similar to the
familiar cycle that moves water between
its solid, liquid, and gas forms, the
carbon cycle involves common science
processes that students commonly learn
in school: these include photosynthesis,
cell function, and combustion, to
name just a few. The need to increase

student understanding of the products
and processes of the carbon cycle is
becoming urgent, as global-scale changes
in the amounts of carbon in different
parts of the carbon cycle are now
resulting in global climate change.

Carbon Around Us
You may have heard that diamonds are
made of carbon. Did you know that
graphite—the soft, gray material that
forms the “lead” of a pencil—is also
made of carbon? How can these two
materials be made of the same kind of
atoms but look and feel so different?
The name for different materials
composed of the same kind of atoms is
allotrope. Thus, diamond and graphite
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are both allotropes of carbon. The
difference in the materials is that at a
very small scale—detectable only under
the most powerful types of microscopes

CHAPTER

yet invented—their atoms have different
arrangements. The atomic-scale
differences result in visible differences
in appearance and characteristics. For

instance, diamonds are colorless while
graphite is gray; diamond is one of the
hardest minerals found on Earth, but
graphite will rub off on your hands.
Though these allotropes are very
different, they are both made completely
of carbon.
If you ask your students for examples
of materials made of carbon, they may
mention diamond or graphite. If they
know that diamond and graphite are
carbon, they may recognize that both
materials are part of the carbon cycle.
Diamond and graphite, however, move
through the carbon cycle at a much
slower rate than many other carbon
compounds.
Carbon is one of the most abundant
elements in the known universe, and
its atoms readily form chemical bonds
with many other elements. The result is
that the world has an incredible range of
carbon compounds. One of the simplest

OVERVIEW

The carbon cycle describes how carbon moves in and out of reservoirs on
our planet. Where carbon is located, and in what form, is important for
understanding climate change. For much of Earth’s history, enormous
amounts of carbon have existed as coal and oil (fossil fuels). As humans
learned to use these materials as fuels to power transportation and
industrial manufacturing, the carbon is being moved relatively quickly into
the atmosphere as carbon dioxide.
Places where carbon accumulates are known as carbon “sinks” or
“reservoirs.” For instance, a growing forest removes carbon from the
atmosphere and stores it in the structure of its wood and leaves. The
opposite case, a carbon “source,” is something that gives off carbon. One
example is a volcano, which erupts carbon dioxide gas along with ash or
lava. Scientists track the movement of carbon between sinks and sources.
Looking at large-scale systems, they can develop a carbon “budget” to
keep track of where carbon is stored and where it is moving.
The carbon cycle is an important part of school curriculum. In this chapter
we explore the science of this cycle, and student ideas about how carbon
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moves through this cycle. We take a closer look at photosynthesis and
productivity, sequestration, and combustion of fossil fuels as key processes
in the carbon cycle.
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and most stable carbon compounds is
carbon dioxide.
Carbon Dioxide. Carbon dioxide
is becoming well known because of
its association with climate change.
As such, it is often labeled as a “bad”
gas. Yet, life on Earth may not exist
without some amount of this gas in our
atmosphere.
Every carbon-dioxide molecule is one
carbon atom bonded with two oxygen
atoms. Its chemical formula is CO₂, one
of the first and easiest gases for students
to name and remember. While carbon
dioxide only constitutes around 0.04
percent of the gas molecules in our
atmosphere, it serves as a greenhouse
gas that keeps Earth’s surface from
being frozen solid. It is also necessary
for plants, which need carbon dioxide
to perform photosynthesis. Without
carbon dioxide, plants would not be able
to form energy-rich compounds such as
sugars and starches.
Organic Carbon. Organic carbon
compounds are the materials that make
living things. They are mainly composed
of carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen atoms,
along with traces of other elements.
Different combinations of these
elements, chemically bonded together
in various arrangements, form sugars,
starches, and carbohydrates, plus lipids
(fats), proteins, and acids (like DNA).
Organic carbon compounds also include
hydrocarbons, the molecules found in
fossil fuels. These substances are rich
with chemical energy, originally captured
from the sun through photosynthesis.
Viewed at the most fundamental level,
the material that makes up an apple is
very similar to the gasoline we pump into
our cars! Both are composed of organic
carbon compounds, and both are rich
with energy.
Many students know that plants take
in carbon dioxide from the atmosphere,
but they do not think about how
plants use carbon to grow their stems,
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happens to the carbon atom during
these cycles (i.e., where does the carbon
atom go inside of plants, and where does
it come from when we breathe it out)
some will respond that carbon dioxide
is “bad oxygen.” Many students do not
realize that the carbon entering the plant
as part of the carbon-dioxide molecule
is being used to make new substances,
such as sugar or starch.

The Carbon Cycle

Plants are an important part of the
carbon cycle, acting as carbon sinks.

leaves, and fruits. When animals and
decomposers digest those materials,
they release the carbon back into the air
as carbon dioxide.
This cycle sometimes gets too
simplified for students. Instead of
developing a story about how carbon
dioxide moves from a gas into other
carbon compounds, students tend
to develop ideas about gas-gas cycles
(Mohan et al. 2009). Gas-gas cycles
describe plants changing carbon dioxide
into oxygen and animals changing
oxygen back into carbon dioxide. When
students are asked to explain what

The global carbon cycle is a complex
cycle, involving many materials and
their movement between many systems.
Because carbon moves between
materials through biological, geological,
and chemical processes, the carbon
cycle is known as a biogeochemical
cycle. Again, the water cycle, which
includes processes that move water
through living things, rocks, and
chemical processes, provides another
example of a biogeochemical cycle.
Carbon Atoms Move. Carbon
atoms are matter; they cannot be created
or destroyed. Carbon can only change
form by making chemical bonds with
other atoms. A carbon atom that is part
of a tree today has a long history of
being part of other things throughout
Earth’s history. The atom could have
been part of the muscle of a dinosaur,
or the beak of one of the last dodo birds

Teaching
Tip
Given that carbon dioxide is associated with climate change and it is the
main greenhouse gas monitored by scientists, students tend to make
carbon dioxide a villain just as they would the bad guy in a story. Yet,
carbon dioxide is an important greenhouse gas that helps to keep our
planet habitable. It is also the gas that plants need to live. Be attentive
to how students talk about carbon dioxide because although it is one of
the greenhouse gases causing climate change, it is also fundamental to
life on Earth. Climate change is about having too much carbon dioxide.

that roamed Earth. This means that the
carbon that makes up our very bodies
has existed in other forms as well.
The movement of carbon happens on
two time scales. There is a long-term
part of the carbon cycle and a shortterm part. The rocky, outer crust of our
planet—the outermost portion of the
geosphere—plays an important role in
the long-term carbon cycle. Many of the
rocks (such as coal) and minerals (such
as calcite) that make up Earth’s crust
contain carbon. As rocks and minerals
change form as part of the rock cycle,
carbon contained within them moves
to different places. For example, when
weathering processes break rocks into
smaller pieces called sediments, streams
and rivers carry the sediments to the
ocean. After settling on the ocean floor
and becoming buried by subsequent
layers of sediments, the carbon
contained in the original rocks might
eventually be melted and erupted to the
surface again in a volcanic eruption.
Geologic processes such as these require
immense stretches of time to move
carbon from one place to another.
Biological and chemical processes
that occur at or near Earth’s surface
move carbon through various forms
on a much faster time scale. Through
photosynthesis, carbon moves from
the air into plants, and through cellular
respiration, decomposition, and
combustion, carbon moves back into the
air. Movements of carbon through these
processes may happen on time scales
measured in days.
These two time scales of the carbon
cycle—the long-term cycle through
geologic processes and the short-term
cycle through biochemical processes—
can help us understand how the
amounts of carbon in different parts
of the cycle are changing, leading to
global climate change. Today we are
burning ever-increasing amounts of oil
for transportation and coal to generate

Teaching
Tip
Just as the water cycle includes places where water is found and
processes that move it among those places, the carbon cycle includes
reservoirs of carbon and the processes that move carbon among them.
For example, as water moves from the ocean into the atmosphere
through evaporation and back into the ocean through condensation,
carbon can move from the atmosphere into plant sugars through
photosynthesis and then back into the atmosphere through combustion
(burning). This historical separation of carbon-cycle processes into
different disciplines may prevent students from developing a coherent
picture of the whole carbon cycle.

electricity. The carbon in these fossil
fuels has been part of Earth’s geosphere
for millions of years, in the long-term
part of the carbon cycle. By burning
carbon-based fuels for energy, we are
moving huge amounts of carbon out
of the long-term part of the carbon
cycle and into the atmosphere as
carbon dioxide. The carbon would have
remained in the long-term geologic
carbon cycle for millions of years if
we were not burning it, but it is now
entering the atmosphere, altering the
Fossil fuels contain carbon that has
been trapped for millions of years,
such as coal in this coal mine.

former balance between carbon in the
short- and long-term parts of the carbon
cycle. The increase in the concentration
of carbon dioxide in our atmosphere is
increasing global temperatures.
The Carbon Budget. Scientists
are constantly working to refine their
knowledge about the amounts of carbon
moving through different parts of the
carbon cycle. In Chapter 1, you saw that
scientists track energy using a global
energy budget, or energy balance. When
scientists track carbon, we call this the
carbon budget. Just as we budget our
money by keeping track of the amounts
that we deposit and withdraw from
our bank accounts, the carbon budget
describes the amount of carbon that
enters and exits different parts in the
carbon cycle. The carbon budget tells
us how much carbon is stored in each
carbon reservoir and how much carbon
is moving between those reservoirs.
Accounting for the amounts of carbon
in each place and process helps scientists
understand the system’s balance and
predict how it will affect other parts of
Earth’s system.
The length of time carbon stays
within any carbon reservoir varies. For
example, the time a single carbon atom
remains in a plant may be as little as a
The Global Carbon Cycle
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few weeks or months. Yet, carbon
atoms found in fossil fuels have been in
those reservoirs for millions of years.
The carbon budget tells us how much
carbon is stored in each of the key
carbon reservoirs—the atmosphere,
the ocean, the terrestrial biosphere,
and the geosphere.
The carbon budget accounts for
carbon leaving and entering each
of the reservoirs. The processes that
move carbon from one reservoir to
another are called carbon fluxes.
Photosynthesis, for example, moves
carbon from the atmosphere to the
biosphere. Combustion of fossil fuels

moves carbon from the geosphere to the
atmosphere. By estimating the amount
of carbon moving through each flux,
scientists try to determine if reservoirs
will remain in balance.
Carbon-cycle diagrams use arrows
to show the flow of carbon in or out of
reservoirs. Sometimes reservoirs only
include one arrow, indicating that it is
either a sink or a source. For example,
fossil fuels are considered only as a net
source of carbon, because it would take
millions of years for that reservoir to
absorb new carbon.
Some reservoirs take in and give off
carbon. For example, vegetation and

photosynthesizing organisms in aquatic
ecosystems use carbon dioxide for
photosynthesis, but they also give off
carbon dioxide during respiration. In
the long run, plants are a net carbon
sink because they take in about twice as
much carbon as they release.

Carbon-Cycle Processes
The carbon cycle is already included in
teaching standards for K–12 education,
and its prominence in curricula is likely
to grow in coming years. However, the
organization of carbon-cycle curricula
is currently fragmented across grades
and science disciplines. Students may

THE CARBON CYCLE

NASA’s popular carbon-cycle diagram shows fluxes
between carbon reservoirs as well as the movement of
carbon within the ocean. Credit: NASA Earth Observatory
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learn about photosynthesis in their life
science or biology course, read about
the carbon cycle in Earth science, and
complete experiments on combustion
in a physical science or chemistry
course. The connections among these
processes may not be explicit when
students receive this information in
separate experiences.
Consider the difficulty students might
have with the water cycle if they learned
about evaporation at one grade level,
but didn’t have an opportunity to learn
about condensation for another year
or two. How complete would students’
understanding of water cycling be if
they received this type of instruction?
Clearly, students need instruction that
makes explicit connections among the
various processes in the water cycle.
Similarly, they need to learn about the
full cycle of processes that move carbon
so they are not learning about one
process here and another process there.
Ideally, students should learn about all
the processes that move and change
carbon in a connected cycle.
Photosynthesis. Photosynthesis
is the main process by which organic
carbon is generated from atmospheric
carbon dioxide in living organisms.
Plants, algae, and photosynthesizing
bacteria take in carbon dioxide from
air and water and use energy from the
sun to transform these materials into
energy-rich sugar compounds. The
leaf of a plant is the primary site for
photosynthesis. Chlorophyll, a green
pigment found in plant cells, absorbs
sunlight and makes it available in
the cell. From the raw materials of
carbon dioxide, water, and energy,
the cells build carbon compounds
(sugars) that incorporate the energy
from the sun within the chemical
bonds.
Photosynthesis is a unique
biochemical process. It is the only
process known that can harness the

Plant leaves have openings called
stomata to take in gases from the air,
including carbon dioxide.

sun’s energy as chemical energy in
biomass. Almost every living organism
on Earth depends on the success of this
process. Primary productivity is a term
used to describe large-scale conversion
of carbon dioxide into organic carbon
compounds through photosynthesis.
Plants don’t incorporate all the carbon
dioxide that enters their stomata: More
than half of the carbon dioxide that
enters the leaf exits unchanged when
the stomata open to release gases such
as water vapor. The exchange of gases
between plants and the atmosphere
is called respiration. The same term
applies to the process of animals
exchanging gases with the atmosphere,
but we also know it as breathing. Net
primary production is a term that
describes the amount of carbon plants
actually incorporate into their structure
after taking respiration into account.
Net primary production varies widely
for different ecosystems. For example,
tundra and relatively sparse boreal
forests produce carbon compounds,
but tropical forests, savannahs, and
grasslands can produce around 10 to
20 times as much carbon compounds
in the same amount of time. In general,
vegetation-rich ecosystems provide
greater opportunities for carbon
storage.

Transforming Organic Carbon.
When carbon compounds move
through ecosystems, the compounds
change forms at various points along
the way. These changes happen
through processes such as digestion
and biosynthesis, in which incoming
carbohydrates, proteins, and lipids are
broken down and rearranged into new
materials in our cells. Physical growth
of our bodies is a visible indicator that
some of those materials remain in our
body structure. For example, when we
eat a hamburger, our bodies do not
store the meat and bread in the same
form that we ate them. Instead, digestive
and metabolic processes in our bodies
break the food down into molecular
“building blocks,” and then reassemble
them into new molecules. Some of the
new molecules are used immediately
through cellular respiration, while other
molecules remain in our bodies to help
us grow or replace or repair body tissue.
While digestion and biosynthesis
are transformation processes within a
single organism, food chains and webs
show transformation happening at an
ecosystem level. We can look at how
carbon moves through an ecosystem
by examining how it passes from one
trophic level to the next. A trophic level
refers to the place an organism occupies
The Global Carbon Cycle
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Confusion About
Plants and Climate

W

hile photosynthesis is commonly taught in American schools beginning as early as third and
fourth grade, students continue to show misconceptions well into high school and college. The
popular Private Universe series shows that even Harvard graduates could not explain where the
mass of a plant comes from. This misconception has been well documented in educational research over the
last three decades (e.g., Driver, Squires, Rushworth, & Wood-Robinson 1994). Students often do not recognize
carbon dioxide as a contributor to plant mass. With plant processes, students may overemphasize plants’
production of oxygen, ignoring their important uptake of carbon dioxide.

Scenario
As part of your climate change unit, a local ecologist plans to visit your classroom to emphasize the importance
of trees in the health of our planet and atmosphere. Before her visit, you ask your class to share their ideas and
questions with the ecologist so that she knows more about what these students think about the topic.

Question
How can cutting down trees be related to climate change?

Scientific Answer
Photosynthesis, including uptake of carbon dioxide, is key to understanding a plant’s role as a carbon sink.
Plant mass contains a great deal of water, but when looking at the dry mass of a plant, most of this mass
comes from carbon that was incorporated into the plant structure during photosynthesis. Through this
process, plants are taking the carbon from the CO2 in order to grow their mass, and releasing the oxygen that
was previously part of the CO2 molecule. In this way, plants are a critical storage reservoir for organic carbon.

Student Answers

Casey: Some people think that it will cause a lack of oxygen that will cause global warming. Cutting down
trees can make us lose shade, that will make it hotter.

Dante: Trees take CO2 out of the atmosphere and replace it with oxygen. Without trees, CO2 remains in the
atmosphere.

Devon: I don’t think cutting down trees will increase global warming necessarily, but I do think it will cause
problems. Global warming has to do with chemicals being trapped within the ozone layer.

Melinda: The decrease in trees leads to a decrease in the oxygen production from plants. It changes the
oxygen levels in the atmosphere, which means there are less gases to shield the sun’s harmful rays, letting
more heat in causing the temperatures in our climates to rise.

Stephanie: Less plants would be doing photosynthesis and more carbon dioxide would be floating around,
which could make the atmosphere hotter.

What Would You Do?
You want your students to understand the important role of trees in taking in carbon. What would your
instruction look like?
What key concepts might you tackle with students prior to the visit from the ecologist?
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Trees and
Climate Change

A

s you saw in Student Thinking: Confusion About Plants and
Climate, understanding the relationship between plants and
climate change is a tricky concept for students. Often, students will
be able to tell you part of a process, such as carbon dioxide is used by plants
for photosynthesis, but many may not be able to identify how cutting down
trees will disrupt this process. Students may focus on cutting down trees
as impacting other things, such as the availability of clean air or shade for
people or homes for wildlife.

Classroom Context
The interview clips shown in this video were taken during the spring of the
school year after both sets of students learned more about climate change.
While students never directly talked about trees and climate in their class
lessons, both sets of students learned about the connection between carbon
dioxide and climate change. The first part of the video shows sixth-grade
students describing the connection to trees and climate. The second half of
the video shows eighth-grade students answering the same question. Think
about the different types of responses you hear from students in the same
grade as well as differences between grade levels.

Students: Grade 6 and Grade 8
Location: California
Goal of Video: The purpose of
watching this video is to see
students explain the connection
between cutting down trees and
climate change.

Video Analysis
A scientific answer to this question would focus on trees and plant life being important carbon sinks, removing
large amounts of carbon dioxide from the atmosphere through photosynthesis. At both sixth grade and eighth
grade, students should know that plants take in carbon dioxide, and a good answer to this question would
mention carbon dioxide taken in through photosynthesis. In this video, sixth graders—Emily, Samantha, and
Eliazar—make the connection between trees and climate change using carbon dioxide. They know that trees
take in carbon dioxide and give off oxygen. Because these students have an understanding about carbon
dioxide being used by plants, this becomes a potential leveraging point for their teacher. However, when these
students are asked about trees being cut down, they describe carbon dioxide being “released” as opposed to
explaining that plants can no longer take in carbon dioxide. Next, the eighth-grade students—Burhon, Marc,
Hailey, Xena, and Ian—give more diverse explanations. Marc says he doesn’t know how cutting down trees is
related to climate change, while Ian provides the most sophisticated answer of the group—that the trees can
no longer uptake carbon dioxide.

Reflect

How could you help students connect trees to climate change?
The sixth-grade students seem to understand that trees take in carbon dioxide but have trouble explaining
the link between cutting down trees and increased carbon dioxide. Given this pattern, how would you plan
instruction to make this connection more developed among students? For the eighth-grade students, the
understanding of how trees are connected varied greatly. Given that all five students are in the same class,
how would you handle this diversity as you teach the topic?
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Food chains show how materials and energy are passed from organism to organism.

in a food chain. The lowest trophic level
consists of plants and other producers
that gather energy from the sun. The
trophic level increases as energy moves
up the food chain—first to herbivores,
or plant eaters, and then to carnivores,
or animal eaters. Carbon enters the
ecosystem through photosynthesis and
is transformed into sugars inside plants
or producers. Once these plant products
are eaten by a primary consumer (e.g.,
a rabbit), the carbon may be digested
and stored inside that animal’s body.
If the primary consumer is eaten by a
secondary consumer (e.g., a wolf), the
carbon compounds are broken down
again and rearranged and stored inside
the body of the secondary consumer.
In this way, some carbon makes its
way through several organisms and
trophic levels before it is returned to the
atmosphere through respiration.
Fossil fuel formation is another
example of the transformation of
carbon. Plants and animals from
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millions of years ago took in carbon
compounds and stored them within
their structure. After these ancient
plants and animals died and were
covered by sediments, pressure and
heat changed the materials into the
Three workers caked in oil turn piping
to plug a well in Alberta, Canada.

hydrocarbons that comprise fossil fuels.
The carbon remained in an organic
form throughout this process.
Oxidation of Organic Carbon.
Carbon compounds, such as food or
fuels, are rich with chemical energy.
When these compounds react with
oxygen in a process called oxidation,
chemical energy is released as heat.
Oxidation processes include cellular
respiration in living organisms,
decomposition (rotting) of formerly
living things, and combustion, also
known as burning. As oxygen reacts
with carbon compounds in these
processes, carbon dioxide is always one
of the byproducts.
Oxidation processes are key to
understanding where our carbon
dioxide is coming from. Respiration
from animals release carbon dioxide
into the atmosphere. Additional carbon
dioxide is released from soil as microbes
break down organic matter contained
within it. Deforestation and other

Transformation of Carbon

S

tudents can struggle with understanding transformation processes. While
most students know that some of the food we eat stays in our bodies, they
do not always understand this process as the break down and reassembly
of the same atoms that entered their bodies. Food chains are usually presented
as a step-by-step story of “who eats who.” However, students are rarely asked to
trace the materials flowing through a food chain. The following chart compares
student conceptions about digestion, growth, and food chains, to science concepts
that students are expected to learn in school.

Common Student Conception

Science Concept

Digestion

Food is eaten, goes through the digestive
system and is turned into energy for our
bodies or expelled.

Food is eaten, and the materials are broken
down into atoms and molecules that are
transported to cells and reassembled into
molecules the body can use.

Growth

Living things grow because of all the things
they eat and drink over time. This is just a
natural process in living things.

Living things grow because they use
materials they take in from their
surroundings and reassemble them into
molecules that add to biological structures.

Food chains

One thing eats another thing, creating a
story about who eats who.

Living things obtain energy-rich materials
by eating other living things. Some of those
materials are used, while others remain in
the organism until it is eaten by something
else and passed on to the new organism.

Biomass

The largest animals in an ecosystem
weigh the most, and therefore, most of the
biomass is found in these animals

Biomass decreases as you move up trophic
levels. Producers and primary consumers
constitute more biomass in an ecosystem
than higher-order consumers.

Ask Your Students
What happens when you eat food? How do plants and animals grow?
What does a food chain illustrate?
Which animals have more biomass, producers or consumers?
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changes to the way we use land increases
carbon dioxide as well.
In comparison to the rate at which
natural processes release carbon dioxide
into the atmosphere, our burning
of fossil fuels seems relatively small.
Estimates indicate that the burning of
fossil fuels currently adds only about
10 percent as much carbon dioxide to
the atmosphere as natural processes do.
However, this seemingly small amount
of carbon dioxide is being transferred
from long-term geological reservoirs
into the short-term biochemical carbon
cycle. Because carbon sinks at Earth’s
surface are insufficient to absorb the
additional carbon dioxide produced
by human-controlled oxidation of
fossil fuels, it is accumulating in the
atmosphere.
When we eat food, burn fossil fuels,
or change the way we use our land, we
are making choices about the location
of carbon on Earth. Our bodies need
to obtain the chemical energy stored in
carbon compounds for survival. We use
that energy to move and function. We
also need power to run our homes and
support our lifestyles. In our quest for

Teaching
Tip
Start with students’ everyday experiences of eating and breathing to
help students make connections between the reactants and products
of oxidation processes. Most students know that they take in food and
oxygen and expel carbon dioxide. Just as burning coal in a power plant or
gasoline in a car’s engine requires oxygen, our bodies require oxygen to
“burn” our food. Another way of stating this is that the compounds in food
need to be oxidized for the body to obtain the energy they contain. The
products we give off through respiration as a result of reacting oxygen
with carbon compounds are carbon dioxide and water.

this energy, we oxidize large amounts of
organic carbon compounds, producing
carbon dioxide as a byproduct.
In this chapter we explored how
carbon moves through Earth’s separate
spheres and discussed challenges that
teachers face in helping their students
to make connections between separate
processes within the carbon cycle. We
highlighted the difference between the
long-term parts of the carbon cycle
and the short-term parts and pointed
out that many pieces of the cycle are

taught in different grades and courses
within a school’s science curriculum.
We also introduced the idea that food
and fuel must be oxidized to release
its chemical energy, and the products
of this oxidation reaction are energy,
carbon dioxide, and water. In the next
chapter, we will take a closer look at how
our needs for energy have changed over
time, as well as the places where we can
get it.

Our bodies oxidize food to obtain energy to function. Our cars oxidize gasoline to obtain energy.
How are these process similar and different?
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Burning Gasoline

W

hen students are asked to explain where matter goes during reactions
in which it seems to disappear, they often invoke solid-solid or solidliquid conversions instead of explaining the change of solids-liquids to
gases. Students often invoke solid-liquid conversion to explain where the matter of
a candle goes as it burns. Students describe the candle melting, but they may not
grasp that the wax is being oxidized and transformed into gases that enter the air.

Scenario
Your students have just discussed what happens to propane in a barbeque grill
and what happens to a candle as the wax burns. You are about to start an activity
on gasoline in cars but want to assess how much your students will already know
about this topic. You have your students free write in their journal about the
following questions, and then share as a whole group.

Question
Where does the gasoline go as it is used by a car? Is burning gasoline related to climate change?

Scientific Answer
An internal combustion engine uses gasoline by causing it to react with oxygen. Gasoline is mixed with air,
compressed by a piston, and then ignited by a spark plug. The resulting explosion pushes the piston, which turns
the crankshaft and drives the wheels, moving the car. Exhaust from the explosion leaves the engine through the
tailpipe. The exhaust contains carbon dioxide and water vapor, but it also contains carbon monoxide, nitrogen
dioxide, and sulfur dioxide, which contribute to climate change and air pollution.

Student Answers

Karin: All of the gas is sucked into the engine. The engine needs a combustible liquid or gas to push the
pistons. The matter of gasoline turns into CO2 (carbon dioxide). Too much CO2 in the air can create a thicker
layer of atmosphere, and when the sun’s rays can’t escape, the rays heat up the atmosphere.

Maria: The gas has been worn out and became energy. The gasoline produced smoke, which ruins the
ecosystem and the ozone. Then the UV rays come in quicker.

Darian: I think the gas is burned, and it evaporates into the air. Those gases are bad for the air and make the
air hotter and glaciers melt.

Jessie: It goes into the air. I don’t think it’s related to climate change.

What Would You Do?
From the answers given, you decide Karin is starting off with a better-than-average understanding but
that most students are not transferring what they already learned from the prior discussions of the candle
and propane. Of the ideas mentioned, which concepts would you focus on teaching during your lessons on
combustion in cars?
How would you address incorrect ideas about the topic through your instruction?
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Combustion and
Carbon Dioxide

M

ost students gain some experience with fire and burning from
an early age. They have watched flames consume wood and
other fuels, giving off smoke and leaving behind ashes or other
products after the flames have gone out. Smoke and ash are the visible
products of burning, so students use these as a way to trace where materials
go when they burn. Understanding how gasoline burns in a car’s engine can
be even more difficult for students because the actual combustion process
is hidden from sight. Another potentially confusing factor is that the fuel
is a liquid rather than a solid, such as wood. As gasoline is pumped into a
hidden reservoir in the car, and the tank eventually becomes empty and has
to be filled again, most students have no visual cues about what happens to
the gas. Students may know the car is burning a fuel, but their explanations
reflect misunderstandings about how this process happens inside the car,
and what products are given off when gasoline burns.

Classroom Context

Students: Grade 6
Location: San Marcos, California
(a coastal community)
Goal of Video: The purpose of
watching this video is to see
students discuss their ideas about
how fuels change inside a car.

Previously, Ms. Walker had taught her students about combustion, using the
analogy about the food we eat. Students discussed how the food we eat is like the fuel we put into our cars. Ms.
Walker hoped that her students would see similarities in the two processes and liken our exhaling carbon dioxide
to carbon dioxide given off by cars.

Video Analysis
Car engines are complicated, even to adults, but on the most basic level, the gasoline we put into our car does not
evaporate like water or turn into energy, but rather it is oxidized in the car engine and gives off carbon dioxide,
water, and other chemicals as exhaust. In this video, you will see Ms. Walker and her students talking about
what happens to gasoline in cars. Many students quickly develop the idea that the gasoline turns into a gas that
goes into the air, but they give interesting explanations about how this happens during their post interviews. For
example, Alan describes gasoline as being burned by the motor, but he has a hard time explaining what he means
by burning. Eliazar describes the carbon dioxide as the same thing as energy. Finally, Emily describes gasoline
turning into “kind of like a gas” and states “if you keep it (carbon dioxide) in your car, it will mess up the engine, so
they release it out.”

Reflect

How would you teach about burning gasoline in cars?
As you listen to the post-interview explanations, think about not only what students had learned in class, but also
about the areas in which they are still confused or could improve their understanding. How would you deal with
Eliazar’s confusion between carbon and energy? How would you structure your lessons about combustion in car
engines given the concepts students easily learn versus the concepts they misunderstand?
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California Land Use

S

ince Europeans settled in California, land use and management has drastically changed the natural
environment. Human use of the land for ranching, agriculture, and urban development have reduced
the state’s ecosystems capacity to store carbon. One way to connect the carbon cycle to your students’
daily experience is to draw connections between the cycle and the way we use our local
lands.
Have students look at the National Geographic/EEI People and the Environment map
(see following page). Consider how the changes in land use have influenced the carbon
cycle in California. Have changes increased or decreased the land’s ability to store solid
carbon? How have human practices changed the carbon cycle around their homes and
in their communities?
Redwood Forests. Redwood trees can reach 350 or more feet in height and store
incredible amounts of carbon. Today, only a small percentage of the original redwood
trees in California remain standing. Discuss how deforestation and reforestation alter
the amounts of carbon in different parts of the carbon cycle.
Forest Fires. Engage students in a discussion about how forest fires move
carbon through its cycle. Burning (oxidizing) wood changes organic carbon
compounds stored in trees’ trunks and leaves into carbon dioxide. After a
forest burns, new plants will eventually begin to grow there again. Over
time, a new ecosystem will gradually develop new vegetation and regain
the ability to absorb carbon again.
Urban Development. Using the People
and the Environment map, have students
determine how much land has been developed into cities during the last two
centuries. Have students explain how urban development altered the amount
of carbon in different parts of the carbon cycle in California.
Agriculture. Much of California’s land is used for ranches and farms. As a
result, the state produces more agricultural products than any other state
in the United States. Have students discuss how farms alter the amount of
carbon in different parts of the carbon cycle, especially in areas that were once forests or grasslands. With older
students, discuss how the effects of agricultural practices affect soil respiration and the amount of carbon
released from fields where crops are grown.
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Using Carbon-Cycle
Diagrams

C

arbon-cycle diagrams play an important role in helping students visualize carbon reservoirs and the
processes that move carbon between them. They can also serve as a guide to help students develop a
coherent story about the carbon cycle.

Different carbon-cycle diagrams offer particular features that speak to certain ages of students, but those features
also impose limitations. For example, any time a diagram is used to represent a process or other information, an
additional step of interpretation is introduced to the learning sequence. Learners may need support to make sense
of what the features of the diagram represent. For instance, they may need instruction to interpret what is described
by an arrow, icon, or numerical value. Additionally, when depicting a complex system such as the carbon cycle,
learners can benefit from instruction about information that has been omitted or exaggerated. Interpreting graphics
or diagrams in a discussion before asking students to use them for analysis can help you to identify potential
misconceptions or concepts that students may struggle with as they use the representation. Following we examine
three styles of carbon-cycle diagrams and note the benefits and trade-offs of each.

Traditional Carbon-Cycle Diagram
NASA’s carbon-cycle diagram is a traditional representation of the carbon cycle that includes major carbon sinks
and key fluxes. The diagram includes a simple key and mostly whole numbers with very little notation. There is
also a circular arrow that surrounds the illustration indicating that carbon flows in a cyclical path. By covering up
particular parts of the diagram, a teacher could walk students through the process that each arrow represents
before expanding the view to include the whole system. However, the arrows in the diagram do not help students
identify key carbon-cycle processes, without assistance from a teacher. The complexity of the diagram may also
cause some confusion among
students. One way to reduce
the amount of information is
to use similar diagrams that
do not contain carbon flux
numbers. In this way, a teacher
can focus on what each arrow
means, without going into the
quantity of carbon moving with
the arrow. However, if a teacher
wants to address quantity,
these numerical values are
critical.
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Marine Versus
Terrestrial
Representation
The representation produced by
the U.S. Department of Energy has
separated the terrestrial carbon
cycle from the ocean carbon cycle,
allowing for an in-depth look at each
system and comparison between the
two. The separation, however, may
lead students to think that carbon
cannot move freely between these
two systems. In fact, carbon is not
confined within one system or the
other. In fact, the ocean is a major
uptake of the extra carbon dioxide
emitted from terrestrial ecosystems.
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The Environmental Literacy Project at
Michigan State University produced
a representation of the carbon cycle
that highlights processes that move
carbon dioxide into and out of the
atmosphere. The benefits of such
a diagram are that it simplifies the
system by focusing on carbon-dioxide
movement and by drawing attention
to carbon cycling processes. However,
the width of the arrows and size of
the boxes do not accurately represent
the relative magnitude of each
reservoir and flux. This could lead to
misunderstandings about the amount
of carbon stored in each reservoir
and movement via the processes
represented by each arrow.
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Tracing CarbonDioxide Diagrams
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Each diagram depicts the movement of carbon through Earth’s carbon reservoirs in a different manner. Which diagram
seems most suitable for your students? Why? As you choose representations to use with your students, consider the tradeoffs of each and how the representation is going to help you achieve your goal for student learning.
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